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Revealed and stated preference valuation and transfer: A
within-sample comparison of water quality improvement
values
Silvia Ferrini1,2, Marije Schaafsma1, and Ian Bateman1

1Centre for Social and Economic Research on the Global Environment, School of Environmental Sciences, University of
East Anglia, Norwich, UK, 2Department of Political and International Science, University of Siena, Siena, Italy

Abstract Benefit transfer (BT) methods are becoming increasingly important for environmental policy,
but the empirical findings regarding transfer validity are mixed. A novel valuation survey was designed to
obtain both stated preference (SP) and revealed preference (RP) data concerning river water quality values
from a large sample of households. Both dichotomous choice and payment card contingent valuation (CV)
and travel cost (TC) data were collected. Resulting valuations were directly compared and used for BT analy-
ses using both unit value and function transfer approaches. WTP estimates are found to pass the conver-
gence validity test. BT results show that the CV data produce lower transfer errors, below 20% for both unit
value and function transfer, than TC data especially when using function transfer. Further, comparison of
WTP estimates suggests that in all cases, differences between methods are larger than differences between
study areas. Results show that when multiple studies are available, using welfare estimates from the same
area but based on a different method consistently results in larger errors than transfers across space keep-
ing the method constant.

1. Introduction

The European Union Water Framework Directive (WFD) requires all EU member states to achieve ‘‘good eco-
logical status’’ in their water bodies by 2015. This ambitious target will have effects on environmental quality
and human wellbeing. However, the cost of achieving these targets is expected to be substantial at £2.4 bil-
lion per year over a 43 year period just in England and Wales [Metcalfe et al., 2012]. The WFD allows exemp-
tions from implementation of improvements in case of ‘‘disproportionate costs’’ [RPA, 2003]. This latter
requirement mandates the use of methods for valuing water quality. EU States must provide reliable welfare
measures for justifying that economic benefits are smaller than costs for exemptions to be granted.

The changes to the quality of open access waters (such as rivers and lakes) typically generate public
goods benefits, many of which are nonmarketed. As such, analysts wishing to value these changes
have to rely upon nonmarket valuation techniques. These can be broadly subdivided into two groups.
Revealed preference (RP) methods, such as the travel cost (TC) approach, infer values from observed
behavior, and thus measure use values [Champ et al., 2003]. Stated preference (SP) methods, such as
the contingent valuation (CV) method, attempt to elicit values by asking direct valuation questions to
respondents via surveys [Bateman et al., 2002]. SP approaches ask the individual to make choices in a
hypothetical market between scenarios that can be formulated to identify both use and nonuse values
[e.g., Metcalfe et al., 2012].

While both RP and SP methods have a long history of applications, recent years have seen an increase in
the use of the Benefit Transfer (BT) approach [Boyle et al., 2010; Johnston and Rosenberger, 2010]. This
method is promising when time and resource constraints bind cost-benefits analysis to incorporate non-
market values. In this case, the benefit or cost assessment of nonmarket goods are ‘‘transferred’’ across
space from a surveyed ‘‘study site’’ to a ‘‘policy site’’ [Desvousges et al., 1992]. The main advantage of apply-
ing BT methods is the cost saving on primary data collection, but this comes at the expense of the uncer-
tainty about the accuracy of the transfer results.

The selection of primary estimates is crucially important for the reliability of the BT results. To reduce trans-
fer errors and increase the level of acceptance of the results, primary studies used for BT can be evaluated
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and selected based on a number of characteristics and quality criteria [Boyle and Bergstrom, 1992]. First,
both the environmental good under valuation and the characteristics of the population whose welfare relies
on these goods should be similar at the study and policy sites. Second, the valuation methods applied in
the primary study, the reliability and validity of the results, and their acceptance among decision-makers
are relevant selection criteria.

Compared with RP studies that rely on data of actual behavior, SP studies are regularly criticized among aca-
demics and policy-makers for their hypothetical nature. SP studies can capture nonuse values, but they rely
on hypothetical statements that may fail to account for substitutes and budget limitations or be biased by
interviewer-effects. Yet, as argued by Azavedo et al. [2003], Willingness To Pay (WTP) results of TC may be
also biased, because the trip prices are not revealed by the respondent but determined by the analyst. Both
methods hence have their limitations, but nonetheless one would expect a certain level of similarity in wel-
fare estimates as well as model results.

In a BT exercise, the question that an analyst may be faced with is which primary study would be
most reliable to use from a set of multiple potentially suitable valuation studies. For example, when
TC results are preferred for policy-acceptance of a cost-benefit analysis yet the only available primary
studies are a CV study from the policy area and TC studies from another study area. Would it then
be better to use a TC study from another area, or are the differences between CV and TC both from
the same area smaller?

Our paper aims to contribute to the discussion about BT reliability and validity using two valuation meth-
ods: the CV and TC methods. It provides an application of the BT method for valuing water quality improve-
ments in the UK. Few recent applications of BT based on TC exist in the published academic literature, and
there seem to be no papers using TC to estimate the welfare implications of WFD implementation. This
paper is the first study to use TC for valuation of WFD benefits and to assess the transfer errors of these TC
welfare estimates. We compare CV and TC results and provide an extensive test of BT reliability at a regional
level. We investigate the validity of different BT procedures using and contrasting the CV and TC data as the
primary source of information. Relying on more than 1700 observations collected face-to-face in the North
of England in 2008, the paper aims at:

1. Testing the convergent validity of CV and TC results;

2. Testing the convergent validity of transferred values;

3. Comparing the transferability of CV and TC data;

4. Contrasting transfers across space and methods.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a summary of the main findings of BT studies for water
quality changes in Europe. Section 3 briefly sets out the case study, and describes the modeling approaches
that will be used to analyze the data and the main hypotheses that will be tested. Section 4 first gives a
summary of the main findings, followed by a comparison of the estimated WTP values and their confidence
intervals. In section 5, different BT procedures are tested and the main results are discussed. Conclusions
and implications for future BT studies are provided in the last section.

2. Benefit Transfer of WTP Values for Water Quality Changes

BT and its reliability depend, above all, on the availability of robust primary valuation studies. The economic
valuation literature on water quality changes has a long history, especially in the United States [e.g., Boyle
et al., 1993; Kirchhoff et al., 1997]. In Europe, this literature contains multiple papers related to the European
WFD that came into force in the year 2000 [e.g., Meyerhoff et al., 2014; Schaafsma et al., 2012; Kataria et al.,
2012; Hanley et al., 2006a, 2006b]. The majority of these applications use SP methods, thereby capturing the
nonuse value related to water quality improvements under the WFD [Brouwer, 2008]. As this body of litera-
ture grows, so do the possibilities for BT.

The validity of BT results can be tested when primary studies for two sites are available so that the trans-
ferred WTP estimates can be compared to actual WTP estimates using commonly applied statistical equiva-
lence tests [e.g., Kristofersson and Navrud, 2005; Brouwer, 2000]. Tests of convergent validity provide a useful
test of primary data, and can be used as a selection criterion for studies informing BT.
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The convergent validity of primary WTP estimates can be assessed by comparing WTP estimates to the
results of other studies using the same or different elicitation formats and methods [Rolfe and Dyack, 2010;
Loomis et al., 1991]. From a theoretical point of view, WTP that have been elicited with different CV question
formats should be similar, but empirical studies have found a systematic difference between Dichotomous
Choice (DC), Payment Card (PC) and Open-ended formats, where DC studies typically produce higher WTP
estimates [Cameron et al., 2002, Ready et al., 1996; Brown et al., 1996]. The source of this bias may, among
others, be ‘‘yea-saying’’ behavior in CVDC responses that have been elicited in face-to-face interviews. CVDC
formats may be more prone to this type of bias than CVPC surveys [Ready et al., 1996; Kealy and Turner,
1993]. On the other hand, CVDC is considered to be potentially incentive compatible and recommended by
the NOAA panel.

CV and TC estimates are also expected to be comparable and satisfy the convergent validity test when used
to assess the same type of values for the same good, despite the differences between the methods. TC val-
ues are based on RP data of actual behavior and do not reflect nonuse values. Nonuse values can be
assessed with SP methods using hypothetical markets. TC estimates are therefore expected to be lower
than CV estimates for goods that have nonuse value. The empirical evidence is not conclusive on this mat-
ter. Mbewaze and Bennett [2012], Loomis et al. [1991], and Smith et al. [1986] compared TC and CV models,
but did not find significant differences between marginal CVPC and TC-based WTP estimates. Rolfe and
Dyack [2010] showed that TC generates higher estimates than CV and argued that a combination of factors
is likely to drive systematic variation in WTP. Some meta-analyses show differences between valuation
methods, with TC generally providing lower economic value estimates than SP studies [e.g., Shrestha and
Loomis, 2003; Brander et al., 2006]. When significant differences between WTP values are found, it is impossi-
ble to decide which value is closest to the ‘‘true’’ WTP given the limitations inherent in both SP and RP
methods [Azavedo et al., 2003].

The BT literature presents three main procedures to transfer estimates. The Unit value transfer (UVT) trans-
fers the mean WTP estimates from the primary ‘‘study site’’ to the ‘‘policy site’’ assuming that the two pop-
ulations are similar and the good under valuation is identical. While these assumptions are easily violated,
many agencies are using the UVT approach for its simplicity. The Adjusted value transfer (AVT) takes into
account significant differences between the study and policy site populations. The mean welfare meas-
ures can be adjusted by several factors, among others, income. The income adjustment has been found
successful in different international applications and is less relevant for regional (within-country) BT where
the two populations of interest are very similar. The Function transfer (FT) approach also takes into
account possible differences between the study and policy sites and populations. The FT approach uses
the model parameters obtained at the study site and applies these to secondary data available at the pol-
icy site.

The evidence in the empirical literature does not point to a single optimal approach to transfer economic
values for water quality improvements. Barton [2002] tests the validity of BT at national level of CV-based
values for water quality improvements in Costa Rica, and finds that UVT and AVT both provide acceptable
(lower than 30%) transfer errors. In a BT exercise at national level using CV values for lake water quality
improvements in Germany, Muthke and Holm-Mueller [2004] propose a t test that takes into account the
transfer error that the decision-maker is willing to accept. Their results suggest that the AVT approach out-
performs FT. In their case study at the national level, the BT error is generally lower than a chosen tolerated
error of 50%, even though commonly applied statistical equivalence tests of BT hypothesis (t tests and likeli-
hood ratio tests) are rejected. The study also tests the transferability of WTP estimates for water quality
between Germany and Norway, but none of the three BT approaches results in acceptable transfer errors
(here, <60%). Bateman et al. [2011] present a BT study directly related to the WFD. Using the results of an
international CV study specifically designed to estimate the potential welfare changes of the implementa-
tion of the WFD, Bateman et al. [ibid.] show that BT across countries is most reliable when using FT, adjust-
ing values for purchasing power parity (PPP).

Few if any recent academic studies compare different BT methods using TC data, and there are no TC pub-
lished studies on the public benefits of the WFD. Older work in the United States by Loomis [1992] shows
that UVT of TC data produces higher errors than FT. Loomis et al. [1995] find similar results for their within-
sample test of BT for TC data.
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3. Case Study and Hypotheses

3.1. Survey
To compare the transferability of economic values for water quality changes based on RP and SP valuation
methods, we developed a questionnaire that included a TC assessment and a CV question, with either a DC
or a PC format. Our study area is part of the Humber Catchment in the North of England (Figure 1). The
three main rivers in this area, the rivers Wharfe (north), Aire (middle), and Calder (south), vary greatly in their
water quality. The sampling area is expected to be relatively homogeneous in terms of cultural and geo-
graphic characteristics but different in socio-economic and environmental characteristics. These differences
allowed constructing a number of tests of BT reliability.

In 2008, a large group of residents in the area were interviewed in person by enumerators using a compu-
terized questionnaire. Interviewers had been carefully trained to use the system and follow the survey
guidelines defined for the study. The sampling strategy was built on an efficient sample aimed at maximiz-
ing the statistical fit of the model to be estimated. This sampling distribution resulted in 26 sampling loca-
tions scattered across the sampling area, and therefore, maximized the spatial variation. Appendix SI
provides more details on the sample and questionnaire design.

At the beginning of the questionnaire, a touch screen map of the study area (covering approximately
80 km2) and the three rivers as well as all other rivers was presented. On this map, respondents were asked
to identify the location of their home and the river sites that they had visited in the last 12 months and the
number of visits to these sites. The sites were later matched to a real world recreational site using Geo-
graphical Information Systems (ArcGIS 9.2, ESRI) software. The distance by road, and travel time by car, from
each respondent’s home to all of the 531 recreational sites was calculated in the GIS. The 531 sites were
aggregated to 84 river stretches of 5 km each for the purpose of statistical estimation of the TC data and
comparison to the CV scenario.

In the CV-part of the survey, respondents were given a description of the current water quality and a map show-
ing how the quality varied across the rivers (see Figure 1, left). The current water quality was calculated from
Environment Agency long-term water quality monitoring data and categorized as follows [Hime et al., 2009]:

1. Good (blue-pristine level),

2. Medium (green-good level),

3. Poor (respectively, yellow or red).

Figure 1. Maps of the study area: (left) the current situation and (right) the proposed water quality change. The map’s diameter is roughly 70 km.
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After in-depth discussions with ecologists and biologists, this scale was translated into a so-called ‘‘water
quality ladder’’ that associated each level with different ecological and recreational amenities to give a
meaningful explanation of the quality levels to respondents [Hime et al., 2009]. A graphic designer devel-
oped pictures for each quality level (Figure SA1, Appendix SI), reflecting the water clarity and the condition
of plants and animals, together with pictograms indicating the possibilities for recreational use of the water
body (bathing and fishing) and a textual description.

Next, a scenario of water quality improvements was offered, in which a stretch of the river Aire of roughly
20 km would be improved from ‘‘poor’’ to ‘‘good’’ quality (see Figure 1, right).

The CV evaluation question was posed by asking whether the survey participant would accept an increase
in annual water bill in exchange for the proposed improvement in water quality. The choice of the water
bill as payment mechanism was tested in the pilot studies and followed previous studies on water quality
improvements in public areas [e.g., Bateman et al., 2011; Willis et al., 2005]. In the UK, the water bill covers
water management costs as well as environmental and water quality maintenance.

Based on the water quality ladder, scenarios and payment vehicle, the CV-WTP answers could reflect use
and nonuse values. Two different elicitation formats were used: respondents received either PC or DC ques-
tions (see Appendix SI for details). The payment card contained 60 different values ranging from £0 to £905,
and a ‘‘do not know’’ option. The payment card was used to support respondents in answering an open-
ended question, similar to the application in, for example, Ready et al. [1996]. Respondents could express
any amount that reflected their maximum WTP. The resulting WTP data are hence continuous. The bid vec-
tor of the DC version ranged from £10 to £140 using seven points. The WTP questions were followed by a
number of questions to discriminate between protest and valid zero bids. Socio-economic data were col-
lected at the end of the questionnaire.

3.2. Modeling Approach
Standard methods for regression analyses for both CV and TC data were employed. The theory underlying
the modeling procedures is well outlined in Haab and McConnell [2002]. The estimation of WTP models that
are suitable for BT purposes reduces options for selection of explanatory variables as secondary data should
be available for these variables at the policy site. Moreover, Bateman et al. [2011] find that WTP models that
include theoretically derived variables produce lower BT errors than statistically best fit models. The authors
argue that the inclusion of nontheoretically derived ad hoc variables tends to increase statistical fit in survey
areas by picking up locally important factors. However, large errors can arise if those factors are not repre-
sentative for the policy areas. Economic theory suggest only a limited set of factors that should apply uni-
versally, including respondent income, the costs of using a resource (proxied by distance) and the cost of
using substitutes. In this paper, only explanatory variables that have a sound theoretical basis and for which
secondary data from the study area are available were selected.

For the CVPC data, the dependent variable is continuous, and therefore, a Tobit model is used. In this
model, the WTP values are considered as the latent variable in the modeling function [see Santagata and
Signorello, 2000; Kirchhoff et al., 1997]. The WTP-function is specified as:

WTPi5b01b1Inci1b2Disti1b3Dist Subi (1)

where the b parameters are to be estimated. Income (Inc) is expected to be positively correlated to WTP
reflecting a higher ability to pay. The distance between the respondent and the stretch of river under valua-
tion (Dist) is expected to have a negative effect, because higher travel distances are associated with higher
costs of visiting and hence lower utility. The distance to substitutes (Dist_Sub) reflects the costs of visiting
other rivers and the relative scarcity of the offered good, and should therefore have a positive impact in the
WTP model according to economic theory. The CVPC WTP estimates are obtained using the model esti-
mates, following standard procedures for the Tobit model described in Kirchhoff et al. [1997].

For the CVDC data, we follow Hanemann [1989] and estimate a function similar to equation (1). We estimate
a logit model in which a ‘‘Yes’’ response is assumed to reflect a WTP equal or higher than the bid amount,
and a ‘‘No’’ response otherwise (see equation (2)):
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PðyesÞ5b01b1Bidi1b2Disti1b3Dist Subi: (2)

In the DC modeling framework, the bid parameter b1 reflects the marginal utility of income changes. The
probability that a respondent will say ‘‘Yes’’ is expected to decrease with the bid level and the distance to
the river stretch under improvement, and to increase as the distance to substitutes increases.

In the TC analysis, we apply a standard Random Utility Model approach and adopt a repeated Nested Logit
Model (NL) as in Morey et al. [1993]. In the TC model, the utility of visiting a river site depends on the costs
of visiting river sites, river water quality at the site, and the availability of other nonriver alternatives. The
choice is modeled whether and where to go for water recreation over a period of 1 year, assuming that
each day represents a choice occasion (t 5 1,. . ., 365). As suggested in the literature [e.g., Hynes et al., 2009;
Bockstael and McConnell, 2007; Smith et al., 1983], travel cost are defined as the out-of pocket cost (using
£0.25/km as the fuel cost) plus the opportunity cost of time calculated as a percentage of respondent’s
wage. Recent studies suggest that different proportions of wage may better reflect the value of travel time
for recreation purposes [Fezzi et al. 2014; Wolff, 2014] but in this study the standard 1/3 of the respondent’s
wage is used. Under the assumption of individual utility maximization, respondent i at choice occasion t will
choose the location j which provides the highest utility in that period given J possible recreation options.
Set J (j 5 0,. . .,88) includes the 84 river stretches of �5 km along the three rivers shown in Figure 1, the
option not to recreate (j 5 0), and trips to other water recreation sites for which annual trip numbers were
collected, such as canals, lakes, and rivers not in the sampling area (j 5 85,. . .,88). In a RUM framework, indi-
vidual utility is a function of river sites water quality, alternative specific constants, and travel costs:

Uijt5gj Ascj1bmXmj1bpXpj1cTcij1eijt; (3)

where g, c, and b are parameters to be determined, Xmj and Xpj are dummy variables which take the value 1
if water is medium (m) or poor quality (p), respectively. The Asc is a constant specific for option j< 85. Tc is
the travel cost and its parameter (c) represents the marginal utility of income. The error term eijt reflects the
utility of each respondent that remains unobservable to the researcher and is assumed to vary across peri-
ods t, options j, and individuals i. The error terms are assumed to be drawn from the generalized extreme
value distribution similar to other studies of recreational choices which have used a two-branch NL model
[e.g., Lew and Larson, 2008; Needelman and Kealy, 1995]. One branch includes all river sites along the three
main rivers in our study area (River), whereas other recreation options and the option to stay home (j 5 0,
85, . . ., 88) are included in the other branch (No River). At the lowest level of the NL model, the probability
of choosing alternative k (one of the 84 river stretches), conditional on the choice of visiting a river site in
our study area, is:

P kjRiver½ �5 eb’xk 1cTcik

X
j
eb’xj1cTcij

: (4)

The probability of choosing other recreation sites or stay home, conditional on the choice of not visiting
river sites in the area, is:

P hjNo River½ �5 eghAsch

X
w

egw Ascw
: (5)

where Asch represents the alternative specific constant associated with the option h. The frequency of visit-
ing other water recreation options is used as baseline value, to which the other Asc parameters can be com-
pared. For example, a positive estimate for the alternative specific constant associated with the option to
stay home implies that on average respondents derive higher utility from staying home than from visiting
water sites.

At the highest level of the NL model, the probability of choosing to visit river sites, as opposed to staying at
home or going to other recreation sites, is driven by the expected maximum utility obtained from the lower
level options of each branch:
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P River½ �5 eIVRiver

eIVRiver 1eIVNoRiver
: (6)

This probability is driven by the term IV (Inclusive Value), which is the logarithm of the sum of the expected
maximum utility that the respondent will get from the lower level options of branches. The utility of lower
level options are described in equations (4) and (5). The IV summarizes the utility of all options in one
branch as the maximum expected benefit that the respondent will get by choosing either the River or the
No River branch. The estimated TC model results are used to obtain welfare estimates for the same water
quality improvement as proposed in the CV scenario (Figure 1, right), following standard procedures
described in Bockstael and McConnell [2007].

The TC model is based on choices across a large number of sites, and captures substitution effects between
river sites when quality and distance change. Other site characteristics have been excluded to improve the
comparability of TC CV estimates. Moreover, secondary data are usually unavailable for the characteristics of
policy site or require too much GIS information.

3.3. Split-Sample Approach
The transfer reliability tests are based on a novel variant of classic two sample testing approaches. Typically
assessments of the validity of BT techniques gather data from at least two sites by conducting valuation
exercises at both locations. One site is then designated as the ‘‘study’’ site and results used to transfer a
value to the other ‘‘policy’’ site. Comparison of the transfer valuation with that actually conducted at the pol-
icy site forms the basis of the BT testing protocol. The direction of the test is then reversed and a further
assessment of transferability conducted. Ideally transfers should take into account any variation in the
socio-economic characteristics and substitute availability characterizing the two samples. However, if there
is also variability in the good across the sites (e.g., the change in water quality is not identical) then a clear
problem of confounding can arise, a problem which can be exacerbated by temporal variation between sur-
vey dates [Brouwer and Bateman, 2005]. Our study offers a novel variant on BT testing by applying the same
survey instrument to the same study site facing an identical change in provision, but we assess the eco-
nomic value of this change across two samples drawn from populations with differing socio-economic char-
acteristics and substitute availability. Such a design controls for many of the potential confounding factors
facing BT tests allowing us to focus upon remaining differences between the two populations.

In this case study, two subsamples of comparable size are created. Respondents living north of the river
Aire are assigned to the North sample. This subsample includes 683 respondents, which is similar to the size
of other primary studies used in BT applications [Johnston et al., 2006]. The remaining 1076 observations
belong to the South sample. The difference in average river site quality between the North and South sam-
pling areas allows examining whether objective differences in environmental quality are reflected in valua-
tions. River quality in the North is good (blue) and 98% of river sites along the river Wharfe are already of
pristine quality. In the South, 35% of river sites along the river Calder are of medium or poor quality.

In testing the convergent validity of the BT, the WTP estimates from the study site are transferred to the pol-
icy site and compared with the actual WTP estimates. Besides a geographical split, the sample is also split
by elicitation format, creating one subsample for the TC method, one for the CVPC and one for the CVDC
format. The CV questions elicited WTP per household and are divided by the number of adults in the house-
hold to allow for a comparison between CV and TC. The convergent validity of the primary data sets across
methods is tested.

3.4. Tests of WTP Equivalence and BT Errors
3.4.1. Convergent Validity of Primary Data Sets
As outlined above, four related research objectives will be tested statistically. The first objective is to test
the convergent validity of the primary SP and RP results. This comparison of values for the same location
obtained through different methods provides information about the reliability of the primary data sets for
use in BT. The hypothesis tested is:

H01 : WTPDC5WTPPC5WTPTC

H1 is tested for the full sample as well as the North and South subsamples. As a criterion for convergent
validity, the overlap of the confidence intervals (CIs) of the welfare estimates is used. The three methods
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should theoretically result in similar WTP estimates when the same good and values are assessed. In this
paper, the CV estimates are expected to be greater or equal to TC estimates, because the former may also
capture nonuse values, and empirical findings suggest that DC values may be higher than PC values [e.g.,
Cameron et al., 2002].

3.4.2. Benefit Transfer Tests
The split-sample approach allows testing the BT validity across space and valuation methods. Transfer errors
are computed by comparing transferred and observed WTP: % BT error 5 (WTP (study site) 2 WTP (policy
site))/WTP (policy site) * 100%. Following BT standards [e.g., Kirchhoff et al., 1997], the WTP estimates are
obtained using mean parameter estimates (b̂) and the sample distribution for the explanatory variables (Xi).
For the different transferability comparisons, the North WTP values and models are estimated and then
transferred to the South as the policy site, and then vice versa, using both FT and UVT. The equality of the
original and transferred WTP estimates is tested using a standard parametric two side t test [Brouwer, 2000]:

For UVT: H02a: WT̂ PN5WT̂ PS

For FT: H02b: WT̂ PN5WT̂ PbS XN and WT̂ PS5WT̂ PbN XS .

The nonparametric Mann-Whitney statistic, which unlike the t test is robust against the nonnormality
assumption, is also used. In addition, Likelihood Ratio tests are performed on the equivalence of the beta
parameters of the TC and CV models for the North and the South:

For FT: H03: b̂N5b̂S

Finally, the tolerance test by Kristofersson and Navrud [2005] is applied using a 20% tolerance error as an
acceptable level of differences in WTP:

For UVT and FT: H04: WT̂ PN2WT̂ PS < 20%.

These statistical tests are performed and the resulting transfer errors are compared to meet the second
objective of this paper. The prior expectation is that for both TC and CV data, FT will result in lower BT errors
than UVT. To respond to the third objective, differences in transfer errors between methods (TC or CV) are
tested to assess which valuation data set results in the lowest transfer error across sites, i.e., between the
North and South.

Finally, these results are combined to assess whether transfer errors are smaller across space or valuation
methods, i.e., for values based on different methods obtained in the same sampling area, or based on simi-
lar methods using data from different sampling areas. The valuation literature may be expanding and the
role of economics in decision-making rising, but there are still considerable gaps in the availability of pri-
mary valuation data sets. Hence, although users of BT results may have an a priori preference for a particular
method, they may have to trade-off acceptability (preferred method) against reliability (lowest BT error) in
case the preferred method has only been applied in different study areas and results in considerably larger
transfer errors.

4. Results

4.1. Descriptive Statistics
The final data set contains CV and TC data from 1759 respondents. The main descriptive statistics of the
sample are presented in Table 1. 61% of the CV respondents were identified as zero-bidders and 10% as
protesters. Outliers were defined as respondents who choose an amount of £150 or more from the payment
card (n 5 3), and who lived more than 60 km from the site (n 5 3). Protesters and outliers were removed
from the data set.

Despite the proximity of the two subsamples, there are statistically significant differences between the
North and South sample in the main socio-economic characteristics such as age, income, and household
size (t test comparisons results in Table 1). The full sample hence reflects conditions that are typically found
in BT exercises.

The significant difference in mean and median distance to the river under valuation shows that the spatial
distribution of the respondents differs between the subsamples. Respondents in the North subsample live
closer to the improved river stretch but also closer to other (good quality) substitutes.
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4.2. CV Model Results and WTP Estimates
In the final sample, 48% of the respondents received the CVPC format and the remaining 52% the CVDC
question. For sake of brevity, the results of the regression analyses of the PC and CV data can be found in
Appendix SII, including the Tobit models for the CVPC data and three logit models for the CVDC data (Table
SA2.1) of the full sample as well as the North and South subsamples. Income is highly significant in the
CVPC models, which is an important indicator of the validity of the results. In the CVDC version, the bid
parameter is significant and negative which implies that the number of ‘‘Yes’’ responses decreases as bid
levels increase.

As expected, distance to the river stretch has a significant negative effect in the models for the full sample
and the South subsample, but is not significant at 5% in the North subsample. A possible explanation is
that the average distance to the improved river stretch in the North is relatively low and differences in travel
costs to the site are therefore not the main determinant of preferences and WTP. Contrary to expectations,
the parameter of the distance to the substitute is not significant in any of the models.

The results of the TC model show that all variables are statistically significant (see Table SA2.2 in Appendix
SII). The travel cost parameter, reflecting the marginal utility of income, is significant and negative as
expected. This implies that respondents prefer closer river stretches with a lower travel cost. The water qual-
ity parameters, compared to the baseline level (good water quality), are both negative and significant. Both
in the full and North samples, the medium quality parameter is smaller than that of the poor quality, which
implies that, as expected, respondents are less likely to visit poor quality sites. For valuation purposes, this
result is interpreted to mean that people attach higher utility to improving poor quality river sites than
medium quality sites. However, in the South, the opposite is found, suggesting that people care more about
improving medium quality sites than poor quality sites.

4.3. Convergent Validity of Primary Studies Estimates
The convergence validity test of primary studies aims to evaluate the quality of the results and can be used
to inform study selection for BT purposes. As a test of the convergence validity of the WTP estimates, we
compare the WTP results of the different methods and elicitation formats. The significant and positive WTP

estimates show that people care about
water quality improvements. Mean annual
WTP for an improvement from poor to good
quality ranges from a minimum of £10 to a
maximum of £27 (full sample results). Mean
WTP estimates for TC are lower than the
CVDC estimates but higher than CVPC
estimates.

The results show that the CIs of the CVDC,
CVPC, and TC WTP estimates overlap. This
finding suggests that the WTP results pass
the convergent validity test and H01 cannot

Table 1. Main Statistics of Socio-economic Variables

Variable

Pooled South North
t Test North 5

South (95%)Mean (St. Dev.) Mean (St. Dev.) Mean (St. Dev.)

Gender (male50; female51) 0.43 (0.50) 0.43 (0.50) 0.44 (0.50) Accept
Age 51 (18) 48 (18) 54 (19) Reject
Income (gross in GBP/household/year) 21,545 (11,541) 20,118 (10,483) 23,794 (12,724) Reject
Household size 2.6 (1.4) 2.7 (1.4) 2.5 (1.3) Accept
Urban residence (15urban; 05rural) 0.73 (0.45) 0.76 (0.43) 0.68 (0.47) Reject
Distance to river in scenario: mean (km) 13.7 (10.5) 15.8 (10.6) 10.2 (9.5) Reject
Distance to river in scenario: median (km)a 12.5 14.3 8.0
Distance to substitute: mean (km) 6.2 (4.8) 6.8 (4.6) 5.2 (4.9) Reject
Sample size 1759 1076 683

aStandard deviation and t tests are not available for position measures like medians.

Table 2. Individual WTP Values and Confidence Intervals (in £(2008)/yr)

Full Sample North South

WT̂ PCVPC

Mean 10.02 10.96 9.44
(CI 95%)a (3.47, 19.33) (5.43, 19.90) (2.47, 20.52)
WT̂ PCVDC

Mean 27.19 36.61 38.62
(CI 95%)a (9.98, 59.58) (15.83, 63.45) (18.45, 58.93)
WT̂ PTC

Mean 20.16 18.26 22.89
(CI 95%)a (0.00, 91.54) (0.00, 81.09) (0.01, 88.08)

aConfidence intervals are drawn from empirical distributions of WTP.
The explanatory variables in the procedure are based on sample values.
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be rejected. This result is partially confirmed by
a convolutions test as suggested by Poe et al.
[1994] which shows that the distribution of
WTP values in the North subsamples are similar,
whereas some differences are found in the
South subsample. However, performing this
test is usually not an option for BT practitioners,
when only the study report, but not the under-
lying primary data, of the original studies are
available.

To verify whether the difference between CVPC
and CVDC is caused by the distributional
assumptions of the Tobit and logit models

rather than differences in stated WTP, a synthetic DC data set using the PC responses is constructed follow-
ing the approach by Cameron and Hupper [1991]. Results show that synthetic mean WTP values are similar
to actual CVPC WTP results and therefore differences between the CV elicitation formats in this study are
argued to be due to differences in respondent behavior.

4.4. Convergent Validity of Transferred Values
The convergent validity test of BT values is based on the comparison of the original and transferred values:
values used for tests of UVT are presented in Table 2, while Table 3 presents the WTP estimates based on FT.

Table 4 reports the equivalence tests results and calculated transfer errors. Results show that the errors are
below 20% for all CV estimates, ranging from 5% to 18%, while for TC, the transfer errors are 20% or higher
with a maximum of 58%.

According to t test results ðH02Þ, the null-hypothesis of WTP equality of UVT results are rejected for TC and
CVPC, and only just accepted for CVDC (p 5 0.054). For the transfer of CVPC results from the North to the
South, the null-hypothesis cannot be rejected. Nonparametric Mann-Whitney tests give similar results for
the FT and reject all UVT comparisons.

The LR test used to test model equality ðH03Þ, shows that the CVPC models of the North and South have
statistically similar parameters, but the equality of beta parameters of the CVDC and TC models is rejected.

The results of the tolerance test, with an acceptable error margin set at 20% ðH04Þ, provide a minor increase
in support of transferability compared with the t test. In this case, UVT results of CVPC values from the South
to the North are also associated with a tolerated error, and so are the FT results of CVDC values from the
North to the South. The tolerance level has to be increased to 25% for all CV transfers to result in acceptable
errors, and to 40% for TC UVT and to 80% for TC FT.

Table 3. WTP Values for Transfer Tests

Function Transfer (FT)a North South

W T̂ PPC
bS XiN

;W T̂ PPC
bN XiS

Mean 12.89 8.97
St. dev. 5.46 4.02

W T̂ PDC
bS XiN

;W T̂ PDC
bN XiS

Mean 42.33 34.32
St. dev. 11.21 14.55

W T̂ PTC
bS XiN

;W T̂ PTC
bN XiS

Mean 28.87 9.95
St. dev. 36.86 23.28

aThe WTP estimate for the North is based on the betas of the
WTP model estimated for the South sample, with sample values
from the North for the explanatory variables. For the South, the WTP
estimate is based on the betas of the WTP model estimated for the
North sample, with sample values from the South for the explana-
tory variables.

Table 4. Transfer Tests and Errors

H2 H3 H4

Policy Site Study Site t Test (5%) Mann-W. Test LR Test Tolerance Test (20%) Transfer Error

CVPC
UVT WT̂ PN WT̂ PS Reject Reject Nonreject 16%

WT̂ PS WT̂ PN Reject Reject Reject 14%
FT WT̂ PbS XiN WT̂ PN Reject Reject Nonreject Reject 18%

WT̂ PbS XiS WT̂ PS Nonreject Nonreject Nonreject Nonreject 5%
CVDC
UVT WT̂ PN WT̂ PS Nonreject Reject Nonreject 6%

WT̂ PS WT̂ PN Nonreject Reject Nonreject 5%
FT WT̂ PbS XiN WT̂ PS Reject Reject Reject Reject 16%

WT̂ PbS XiS WT̂ PS Reject Reject Reject Nonreject 11%
TC
UVT WT̂ PN WT̂ PS Reject Reject Reject 20%

WT̂ PS WT̂ PN Reject Reject Reject 25%
FT WT̂ PbS XiN WT̂ PN Reject Reject Reject Reject 58%

WT̂ PbS XiS WT̂ PS Reject Reject Reject Reject 57%
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The comparison of transfer errors of UVT and FT shows that errors of UVT are generally lower than that of
FT, especially for the TC data. The better performance of UVT in this case is surprising considering the signif-
icant differences in socio-demographic variables (Table 1) and current river water quality levels between
the North and South.

4.5. Contrasting BT Performance Across Methods and Space
The split-sample design provides the opportunity to contrast the transferability of WTP estimates across
space (here: from North to South and vice versa) and methods (from CVPC to CVDC, etc.). Table 5 presents t
tests and transfer error results of BT across space or methods using UVT. The results of the upper right and
lower left blocks of Table 5 suggest that UVT across space (using the same method) results in transfer errors
below 16% for CV results, and errors of 20–25% for TC.

The upper left and lower right blocks present the t test results and transfer errors of UVT estimates from
alternative valuation methods applied in the same area. For example, a policy-maker in the North, who pre-
fers CVPC data to value water quality changes and has access to a CVDC and a TC study from the North and
a CVPC study from the South, would obtain lower transfer errors using the CVPC study from the South
(16%) than with the original studies from the North (70% or 40%).

In this study, all transfers across space (holding the method constant) outperform transfers across methods
(where the policy and study site are the same). In case a policy-maker prefers using a primary study per-
formed in the same area, then a trade-off has to be made between the accuracy of the transfer estimate
against the acceptability of the original data source.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents the findings from a survey conducted in the North of England on the nonmarket bene-
fits of the implementation of the WFD. A large sample was collected using CV and TC approaches. This is
the first paper to provide a full in-sample test of convergence and transfer performance of TC results and to
compare this with CV results. Moreover, it is the first paper providing welfare estimates related to the WFD
based on TC data.

The welfare estimates show that respondents attach a positive WTP to improving water quality
changes to meet the objectives of the WFD in the river Aire in the UK with a minimum value of £10 per
year per person. Convergence validity test results show that the confidence intervals of WTP estimates
based on CVPC, CVDC, and TC overlap. However, their performance in our in-sample BT application is
different.

Statistical equivalence tests of transferred values show that there are significant differences across the
two geographically distinct subsamples in WTP models and value estimates. Out of the three elicitation
formats tested, the CV data (PC and DC) produce better BT results than the TC data, with transfer errors
lower than 20% for both UVT and FT. CVPC models of the North and South sample also have comparable
beta parameters. The difference in transfer accuracy of UVT and FT of CV values is minor and not
systematic.

Table 5. Equivalence t Test and Transfer Errors Across Space or Methodsa

Policy Site North South

Preferred Welfare Estimate CVPC CVDC TC CVPC CVDC TC

Study Site Available Primary Studies

North CVPC Reject (234%) Reject (67%) Reject (14%)
CVDC Reject (70%) Reject (50%) Nonreject (5%)
TC Reject (40%) Reject (101%) Reject (25%)

South CVPC Reject (16%) Reject (309%) Reject (142%)
CVDC Nonreject (6%) Reject (76%) Reject (41%)
TC Reject (20%) Nonreject (59%) Reject (69%)

aErrors for situations with variation across space and methods are not relevant to the objective of our study and have not been estimated. The two tests (t tests and tolerance tests
at 20%) lead to similar results, except for the transfer of CVPC values from the South to the North where the tolerance test would not reject the equality of WTP estimates.
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For the TC data, larger transfer errors are found. Transferring the results of the TC data from the North to
the South (or vice versa) produces the transfer errors of 20%–25% for UVT, but over 50% for FT and equiva-
lence tests of UVT and FT are rejected in all cases.

Further comparison of WTP estimates suggests that in all cases, differences in WTP between valuation
methods are larger than between study areas. The results of this study suggest that when multiple studies
are available, using welfare estimates from the same area but based on a different method consistently gen-
erates larger transfer errors than transfers across space keeping the method constant. Although the litera-
ture provides earlier evidence of differences in WTP values between methods, this study is the first to assess
if such differences are indeed larger than those resulting from transferring values across space. It would be
helpful for BT purposes if primary studies put more effort into convergence validity tests by comparing wel-
fare estimates both across space and across methods.

In some contexts, policy-makers may be inclined to put more trust in results from one valuation method
than from others. There is an on-going discussion in the literature about the reliability and validity of RP
and SP studies and each technique has its limitations. In the RP analysis presented in this paper, like in most
other TC studies, the travel costs are not observed, but inferred from respondents’ stated income and travel
mode and route assumptions, and there may be additional measurement and recall errors of the visitation
frequencies across the available sites over a period of 1 year. On the other hand, the CV results are based
on hypothetical markets where respondents are asked the unfamiliar question to price river water quality
changes and its associated benefits in terms of informal recreation and biodiversity.

The tolerance level applied in this paper for equivalence tests is low compared with previous studies [e.g.,
Muthke and Holm-Mueller, 2004]. The error that a policy-maker is willing to accept can depend on the stage
in the decision-making process that the BT exercise has to inform. For policy making at strategic levels,
much higher tolerance levels could be applied, and the results show that with a 25% tolerance level all CV
transfers produce acceptable results, and with a 40% tolerance level TC UVT would be acceptable too. Yet,
toward the implementation phase of projects, especially for governance at regional and local scales, more
accurate welfare estimates should be applied.

Future research may look into the transferability of water quality values using tests of in-sample compari-
sons of CE with TC and CV data. Compared to CV, CEs have been claimed to be more suitable for BT, and
function transfer in particular [Morrison et al., 2002; Martin-Ortega et al., 2012], because they can provide
estimates of the WTP for different aspects of a water quality scenario, such as different recreational or
nature amenities and site-characteristics [but see Hanley et al., 2006a, 2006b]. Such studies may help to bet-
ter inform decision-makers on the selection of primary studies for BT.
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